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Text styling feature of ms word is
___________?
A. Font style
B. Text effects
C. Paragraph formatting
D. All of the above

Show Answer
Correct Answer: D (All of the above)

Explanation:
Microsoft Word is a widely used word-processing software that comes with a
range of text styling features. These features allow users to format their text in
different ways to make it more visually appealing and easier to read. Some of the
most common text styling features in Microsoft Word include:

A. Font style:

This feature allows users to change the font type, size, color, and other attributes
of the text to make it more prominent and visually appealing. There are a variety
of font styles available in Microsoft Word that users can choose from to suit their
needs.

B. Text effects:

This feature allows users to add different effects to their text to make it stand out,
such as shadow, reflection, glow, and 3D effects. Text effects can be used to
create headings, titles, or other important text that needs to grab the reader’s
attention.

C. Paragraph formatting:

This feature allows users to format the text in a paragraph, including indentation,
spacing, alignment, and line spacing. Paragraph formatting is essential for
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making the text more readable and organized.

D. All of the above:

All of these text styling features are available in Microsoft Word, and users can
use them in combination to create visually appealing and effective documents.

In summary, the text styling feature of MS Word is a powerful tool that
allows users to format their text in different ways to make it more
visually appealing and easier to read. By using a combination of font
styles, text effects, and paragraph formatting, users can create
professional-looking documents that are easy to understand and
engaging to read.
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Computer MCQs:
In this section, you will find Computer Fundamental MCQs, Computer MCQs, MS
Office, MS Excel, MS Word, MCQ on Internet, MCQ Quiz KPPSc MCQs, MCQ of
Computer Science, NTS GAT, Computer has become a most demandable thing in
any work. Almost all departments have computer need. And it every important to
know the basic knowledge of computer. If you want to get a job or admission
related to the computer, you must prepare online for computer science MCQ’S
questions and answers.

Most of the test conductors like FPSC, NTS, KPPSC, PPSC and others, are adding
computer knowledge MCQs in their test patron. Having a good command on the
computer is very necessary. Here are some MCQs related to the Computer from
basic to advance will help our readers to secure high marks in the computer
portion of the test.

Furthermore, if you want to contribute you can also Submit English MCQs. If
you are willing to take Online Quiz, Click HERE.
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